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Failure of imprisoning people with the agenda of punishment have been widely recognised across 

academia feeding the emphasis on rehabilitative practise as a recourse. 

Often the term “rehabilitation” is easily perceived by the incarcerated as a correctional treatment 
'prescribed for' submissive, deficient and untrustworthy recipients. There is nothing particularly 
unusual in individuals resisting others who tell them what to do” and “prescribe a course of action 
to offer to “fix the problem for them” . Using arts for rehabilitation, healing and finding self-
directiveness for emotionally, socially and economically deprived offenders has gained measurable 
credibility across western penal institutions. Infact, it is harder to find evidence that prison art 
programmes would have failed in meeting important correctional goals (Hillman 2003). In the 
literature, prison art programs receive a great deal of validation from researchers, teachers, artists, 
therapists, counselors, and administrators.  This international community of scholars and 
practitioners identify a hole host of benefits for therapy, education, institutional management, and 
society in general. There is a general consensus of introducing programmes which foster 
empowerment, self-reflection and mastery of one's own future in a positive light.

Arts in corrections is quite a rich scene in the United States, United Kingdom, and Europe and so 
when I chose my fieldwork location, I visited both US and UK. Since evidence shows that 
traditional ways of education are easily disavowed by inmates, my research suggests that an 
alternative route to learning through individualised self-expression through  dance and movement 
can offer a more effective way to inspire the inmates to find motivation and productive meaning to 
life. My first field work period in 2018 took place in two juvenile detention centres in Albuquerque,
New Mexico, USA, and two adult prisons in Manchester, England. Mostly boys and men, but one 
prison was female for comparison's sake, in Manchester.

I did an ethnographic study, staying three months in New Mexico and later going to Manchester for 
the duration of one month and a bit, during which I came to see quite a few challenges in the field. 
In USA I participated and created material for boys mandatory dance classes which took place 
twice per week within their normal school curriculum, and in Manchester I joined TIPP 
organisation which offers a weekly voluntary drama class in adult prisons. 

The challenges in such a research are so complex and multifold varying from practical issues such 
as accessing the facilities, research methods and measuring success, to conceptual issues such as 
gender in prison: A woman entering an inherently masculine space thinking her audience has come 
to the session to appreciate art instead of appreciate a feminine presence. There's terminology, what 
is rehabilitation, artistic practise, community art (break) studies are too short without methodical 
and holistic follow-up and support for future, censorship is one potential threat to the success of a 
correctional art program. Prisoners might not be able to depict their chosen themes in their art. and 
so on and so forth, but today, 

I would like to briefly talk about somewhat more philosophical and existential challenges I keep 
bumping into: Trust, Notion of Freedom in artistic practise, and continuity or legacy.

Trust & Freedom  are 2 of the main concepts that prisoners are devoid of, yet feels important in any 
shared artistic process. In a low-trust environment, a space where everyone needs a mask for 
survival, what can we ask and expect as arts practitioners?  How to implement artistic practise with 
or without feeling of trust & freedom to create and express?  How deep can we go without 
psychological training? And how to provide continuity for newly found creative process when our 
access to the space is limited?



My main concentration will be in prisons, but last year I also spent three months running a Ballet 
Centre in Palestine, recognising and theorising similar challenges within that sort of an 
“imprisoned” environment, and that's why it's in the intro for this symposium, but I came to realise 
that I can't cover both fields in this short time frame, so I'm only referencing that experience briefly 
here and there.

So.

Problem is, that I go in and out these spaces where people can't come out. In order to succeed in my 
attempts I need to create a level of trust with the prisoners, somesort of a safe space for creative 
process to happen.  And I ask them to find a voice, a freedom of expression, so to speak, so they 
find some kind of a concept of freedom from within (break) Of course not with these particular 
words, which might easily be perceived insulting by the prisoners and unacceptable by the prison 
guards, but as a concept, within the practise of artistic creation...

Something like this (slides):

“I am no bird; and no net ensnares me: I am a free human being with an independent 

will.” 
―  Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre

“Lock up your libraries if you like; but there is no gate, no lock, no bolt that you can set 

upon the freedom of my mind.” 
―  Virginia Woolf, A Room of One's Own

“The most courageous act is still to think for yourself. Aloud.” 

―  Coco Chanel

I go there, do an artistic project, or simply share some creative processes with the prisoners, and I 
leave. They stay, and in a worst case scenario feel even more imprisoned than before because the 
contrast is too strong. So am I morally and/or psychologically, responsible for the wellbeing of 
these people as an artist? And here we come to terminology: In the field I see a lot of “We are 
artists, not therapists. We are not rehabilitating, we are offering art practice”. But without a 
rehabilitative aim, of course we would not be there, because there's not much other point to go. 
Money is little to none, and very rarely any artistic product will be seen by outsiders.

And if the aim of artistic practise in prisons is not enhancing wellbeing through arts...  If I'm not 
there to help, then why am I there?

Let's for the arguments sake assume that I'm there to do good for the people and NOT for reasons 
like, prison tourism, curiosity, easy funding if it exists, or  to gain points for my CV. 
But to Increase wellbeing through arts. 
(let's warm up by side steps: side step, together, side step together... ).

Let's say I'm a teaching artist, and like any good, dedicated teaching artist, 
I've got my intention, my rigour, my passion, i'm seeking to empower the participants, and like Eric 
Booth suggested in the first ever teaching artist conference ten years back. “emboydying, radiating; 
leveling the values and pleasures of reflection to activate this in others”   He also talked about  Law 
of 80 percent – 80 percent of what you teach is who you are. In order not only to get your attention, 

https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/2977639
https://www.goodreads.com/work/quotes/1315615


but also to open up in the same space with me and the other participants, There needs to be a level 
of trust.  Prison is a soul sapping low-trust environment, where lowering your guard as a prisoner 
could be dangerous.Trust isn't really on the menu, but is it possible to add it there, for the purpose 
of successful creative movement workshop, with me? 
In other word, could I ask you to trust me and the process I'm offering, although you maybe never 
learned to trust anyone, and after the project I will be gone.

I want to offer ways to express inner freedom through an artistic process, self-expression through 
movement, to find inner voice, the artist within. I'm there NOT as a teacher but as an artist, talking 
to the artist inside you. (so please, feel free to vary your stepping, create your own pattern but 
please, don't use more than half a meter of space for your self-expression)

Imprisonment is traumatic. For people in prisons, what happens before is traumatic, and for most 
Palestinians the entire home can feel like a prison. So to enter a place like that, we inevitably face 
traumatised people with a baggage more than we as artists without psychological training can deal 
with. So how deep can we go?

Perhaps expectation setting can keep things on a subtle level so, that some small emotions can arise,
but not too expansive, not too expressive, because we don't want to dive too deep, we don't want to 
stir things too much. (But you can take a little bit more space, maybe move your shoulders a little?) 

At the same time us teaching artists, we want to get people experience something they didn't before,
to learn new things about themselves, to open up to express. We as artists want to offer the power 
that creation and expressiveness can harness.  So how subtle can we be?

It's a conundrum.. (You can take a break from the movement now)

In theory, and in practice sometimes, we could go in just to “offer” a little bit of pastime, give the 
participants some moves to execute, like that side-step.(Please, feel free to start again with the side-

step, but feel free not to.) Is that offering artistic means to self-expression? If we are not going with 
passion towards our own artistic discipline, to work from the soul and creative dynamism, What are 
we offering?

You may stop and sit down now, if you feel. But you can also keep standing.

So, as I'm afraid of opening this box of pandoras, Do I go inside a prison leaving my artistic aims, 
dedication and expression on the outside? 

During one afternoon in Manchester we were driving to give a class in a male prison with a 
teaching artist of TiPP organisation, with whom I was conducting my research with. Her practise 
was offering simple drama exercises with prisoners, throwing bean bags and making short scenes 
and so forth. She told me that most important is to avoid a big bang. That means emotions. She told 
me about a theatre workshop organised by someone related to TiPP a few years back. The 
performance was constructed within one month, had an audience from outside the prison, and an 
afterparty. The post-performance blues of one prisoner led him to commit a suicide in his cell, and 
the press did not handle the case with much respect towards the practise of prison theatre. In other 
words, it took a while for the smoke to clear, and TiPP to keep up the good work, just that, with less
to none at all publicity, and revised methods with the prisoners. 

Empty feeling when a project has reached its end. I felt it in Palestine, and in a  documentary 
“Scheherazade’s Diary” directed by Lebanese drama therapist Zeina Daccache in a female prison.



In the case of US, I was seeing two very different approaches. The organisation I was dealing with 
sent very careful, young teaching artists to a juvenile prison, tiptoeing around the boys not to stir 
their emotional states. On the other hand, I saw representatives and their practises of organisations 
like Unusual suspects of which teaching artists had a very strong, dynamic and unapologetic agenda
for male prisoners, conducting drama workshops with a performance at the end of each project.

In other drama-based teaching artist's ethnographical accounts, I bumped into the topic of trust, 
prisoners asking why they should follow, and noting that they aren't free like you, the teaching 
artist. These were usually young offenders, and of course this has everything to do with whether the
programme is mandatory or voluntary to the participants, but in any case, this is the point where we 
come back to the 80%,  to the individual going inside, and to the necessity of confidence in the 
process of constructing trust in such a surrounding.

As with any correctional program, a prison art program will have to be properly constructed and 
implemented to be effective. A treatment program must be carried out with intelligence, diligence, 
and honesty. Many correctional programs fail because they are not properly implemented, not 
necessarily because they are based on weak theories (Bonta 1996; Gendreau 1996; Harper et al 
2005; Palmer 1994; MacKenzie 2006). To be properly implemented, correctional art programs need
cooperation from everyone working in the correctional setting (Day and Onorato 1989; Grace 1993;
Riches 1994a; Mackie 1994), and art professionals need proper support and training (Schoonover 
1986). 

As an artist we go and offer tools for people to find their Own artistic voice which they can be able 
to use afterwards, ideally. In most cases the performance or art work will be about the participants 
journey to prison, or parts of it.We will be dealing with heavy topics and real-life stories. 

The more good the participants finds in the person and an artist, the more they can have a feeling of 
loss at the end. And things can get complicated, especially with youngsters. (Which is more an issue
in USA of course.) So we aim to create self-directiveness, to offer tools for self-expression, 
independence, and  confidence building, rather than  dependence for the given artist or next

Artists going without considering their responsibility, for a short term with a vague project, can in a 
worse case scenario cause more harm than good to emotionally deprived offenders stripped off their
freedom. This is not to say, that arts in corrections would have failed, as we have enough data to 
prove the power they harness when used professionally. But the data we have from prisons is the 
data which is chosen to be shown, and often, especially in the United States, mistakes made with 
prisoners will rarely leak out.

And in all cases, even with the most successful projects in which we leave the prison waving our 
goodbyes to seemingly empowered,  happy participants, there is no way of knowing, what kind of 
legacy and emotional landscape it is we leave behind, as artists, yet not psychologists. 

In Palestine, after our final performance in a dance centre I was teaching, a seven year old girl 
hugged me and told me she loves me and wishes that I will never leave. She had a dream of 
becoming a dancer but of course, there are no facilities for training, as the dance centre closed its 
doors soon after, and she might never have the opportunity to leave the country. 

It makes you wonder... in the frame of this symposium, these journeys with unknown arrival points,
impermanence, transformative spaces where not-knowing and uncertainty are the guiding 
principles, whether our idea of empowering artistic project worked as such in the long run.



Those keywords of this event; edges, boundaries, failed experiments, empty and wasted time, and 
blind trust are in the core of bringing performing art projects to prisons. 

As an artist, there is no way of knowing whether there will be a positive legacy, a continuity of 
some sort,  in a space of imprisonment where we go and turn on the lights for a limited time, but 
have to leave and turn them off after. Everything comes to an end and the power to continue must 
be found from within in a space devoid of trust and connection where the word 'freedom' is a taboo.


